Using Surreal Skincare in a Daily Routine
(The magic happens with consistency)
Step 1: CLEANSE Morning & Night
KIERAN’S CLEANSER and MISTER EVERYDAY
Are both brewed from a powerful, astringent blend of barks, roots and flowers that pull dirt and grime out of every pore. They are essentially the same
cleanser except Kieran’s Cleanser is loaded with powerful, exfoliating acids that schloff off dead and dying skin cells. You do not want to
over-exfoliate, so only use Kieran’s Cleanser 3-5 times a week. Mister Everyday can be used...every day :)
Step 2: TONER Morning & Night
Tighty McTightFace
Based on a cosmetics recipe from the 1700’s, this little toner is meant to glide on smooth immediately after cleansing. Fresh rose and lavender water
blended with cucumber hydrosol heals, moisturizes and revives. A variety of powerful, tree resin tinctures pull your skin tighter than a drum and then
hold it there for hours.
Step 3: EYE CREAM(s) Night
Raccoon Eye Rock Star
Apply Raccoon Eye Rock Star every night around your entire eye area (careful not to get it into your eyes). You might feel a cooling sensation along
with a perky tingle...that’s the blood rushing in to carry away your sins. Besides the niacinamide and caffeine crystals, this little cream is slightly green
because it’s so loaded with the heavy-weight anti-inflammatories; Boswellic Acid & Cannabis Extract (THC 3%).
Step 4: SERUM(s) Morning & Night
Depending on your focus, acne or anti-aging, do a full layer of one (or more) of the following serums immediately after patting your face dry with a towel
after cleansing.
OUT DAMN SPOT Night Only
This serum contains photosensitive oils and is only for night-time use. Consistent, nightly application (immediately after cleansing) will fade
age/liver/sun spots along with a variety of blemishes including scars and acne scars. Out Damn Spot might also help eradicate and fend off skin
cancer Out Damn Spot is also very efficient at getting rid of acne. If using in conjunction with Acne Assassin, trade off every other night or layer Acne
Assassin on top of it. You can use Out Damn Spot all over your entire face or as a spot treatment for specific areas.
MINUS 10
Squeeze a pump onto the tips of your fingers, then apply MINUS 10 to every little millimeter of your face focusing on your undereyes, eyelids,
forehead, around your mouth, jawline and don’t forget your throat! MINUS 10 is packed with powerful fatty acids and vitamin A, E, & K, all the
Omegas 3, 6, 7 & 9 that will help your skin cells regenerate faster than bunnies at Easter and produce more collagen than when you were 18. Let it
sink in. Watch your wrinkles fade and your skin tone even out and radiate! Follow with a moisturizer.
ACNE ASSASSIN
Clogged pores from dead skin cells, crusty keratin & sebum, pollution and impurities are the root cause of most acne. Acne occurs when your skin is
clogged and sebum can’t get through to the outer layer and the outer lipid barrier breaks down. Acne Assassin is loaded with fatty acids,
anti-inflammatories, astringents and salicylic acid (2%) which is a beta hydroxy acid and a heavy weight champion when it comes to deep exfoliation
and breaking apart crusty keratin/sebum. It’s also loaded with boswellic acid (10%) which will kill bacteria and help repair your lipid barrier.
Apply ACNE ASSASSIN to every part of your face that has acne and to anywhere you don’t want to get acne. Use a layer of Acne Assassin morning
and night if you are trying to get rid of acne. Use a full layer of Acne Assassin every second or third night if you are trying to prevent acne. Always
apply a moisturizer after applying Acne Assassin.
Step 5: CREAM(s) Morning & Night
REGENERATOR
If you have dark bags under your eyes or a strange or irritating skin condition or problem, Regenerator will likely fix it. Apply liberally and often if you
want to heal damaged skin, eczema and/or psoriasis. Regenerator also works wonders on brightening your face, helping with under eye bags, raccoon
eyes and age spots over time. Apply a full coat on your entire face with an extra coat under your eyes.
CHEAT DEATH
Breath deep through your nose as you apply Cheat Death into every millimeter of your face. Not only will Cheat Death smooth your wrinkles and fine
lines by hydrating and plumping your skin cells, but it will generate collagen like crazy and promote elasticity like it was Saturday night. For a heavy
dose of moisture, Cheat Death is loaded with hyaluronic acid which also helps it glide on like velvet and sink in like the Titanic. Cheat Death also
happens to be specifically designed to hit your olfactory receptors to induce a sense of calming and has an immediate, positive effect on your mood.
Breathe deep. Give old age the finger.
Step 6: FINISHER N
 ight
QUEEN TUT
Apply at the END of your routine. After you’ve applied everything else and let it all sink in for a minute or so, apply a full layer of Queen Tut to your
entire face. Queen Tut seals all the goodness and moisture from your entire skincare routine into your face and keeps it there for hours. Queen Tut
resurfaces your skin by regenerating new skin cells and rebuilding your outer lipid barrier. Queen Tut has 25% boswellic acid extracted directly from
raw frankincense tears and might be the best thing you’ll ever put on your face. It kills acne bacteria and minimizes scars. Queen Tut also smells like
a tangerine dream.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Please do an allergy spot test on a small patch of skin when using any skincare product.

